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There Is no subject of more vital Importance to ths
U.S. Navy today than Personnel Administration In all of Its
any phases. Experience In world ar TI demonstrated that
In a time of national emergency the manpower resources of the
nation are not Inexhaustible. The Individual capabilities
of every person must be used to the maximum If the nation Is
to achieve Its maximum efficiency In a time of crisis. This
Is true In every field of endeavor— In Industry, In public
service, In the armed forces, In education and training,
when technical knowledge and methods of production are at
nearly equal as they are In the world today, the margin of
superiority In event of an armed conflict will rest with the
nation which makes the best utilization of Its hunan re-
sources. The armed forces must be so organized and admin-
istered that they make their full contribution to the con-
servation of human resources.
The broad field of Personnel Administration has many
sub-dlvlslons of eoual importance. It would be Impossible
to cover the entire field, and do an adequate study In the
tine available. It therefore becomes necessary to narrow the
field to one or more related sub-dlvlslons. The principles
and techniques of organization of an activity or establish-
ment, and the principles and techniques of classification
vl

of Jobs and workers are two separate but related fields of
Personnel Administration.
The subjects of personnel organization and claaslfl-
catlon have received a great deal of study In the past twenty-
five years. Outstanding leaders of Industry* public adminis-
trators, and authors have produced texts which give excellent
expositions of the principles. Research reports prepared by
vell-flnanoed Industrial associations are available. The
armed forces have contributed much to the fields, end this
naterlal Is available In the form of articles » manuals, and
directives, while there Is little dlsagreeicpnt on funda-
mentals In this material, the varied lines of approach which
have been used and the lack of uniform terminology tends to
make the subject confusing. Further, the materiel Is not
readily available to most Naval officers, most of whom are
unaware of Its existence.
The effectiveness of sound personnel organization
and classification systems Is weakened when the principles
and purposes are not understood. The author Is convinced
that this situation exists In the U.S. Navy today. Kost
Naval officers Know little or nothing of the fundamentals of
organization. Very few officers except the small nuaber
directly connected with the Navy's classification system
understand Its principles and purposes. As a result, the
effectiveness of good organization Is lessened, poor
vll
I/V
organlratlons are eatebllshed, and claaslflcf tlon of Jobs
and workers la Ignored or mlaunderstood.
The conviction that this situation exists has prompted
the writing of this dissertation. It is believed that a
careful study of the available material will reveal a una-
nimity of concepts and principles. A synthesis of tha aa-
tcrial will be of real value to the average Neval officer,
who comes into constant contact with both organisation and






During '.^orld War II the U.S. Navy found that the
treir.endous expansion which vae necessary made obsolete many
of its peacetime organirationc. Complete reorganization be-
came a first essential in many instances. Likewise* the
Navy found that its peacetime system of classification and
assignment of personnel vaa inadequate* and it became neces-
sary to place in effect an entirely new system of Job end
worker classification. These changes* made with the assist-
ance of leaders in the fields of organization and classifica-
tion, hare given the U.S. Navy an organizational structure
and a system of personnel classification representing the
latest thought in the fields. The U.S. Navy today is a new
Navy. Especially is this true In the organization of the
Navy Department in Washington, in the new shipboard organi-
zation and in the organization of its naval bases. Equally,
the system of Job codes and classification of personnel are
wartime innovations.
The directives, which esteblished the new organiza-
tions and the new classification procedures, often do not
give the basic principles underlying the changes. A directive
ianaoaidi* ic
^ic :3± i'
I* .» rri .,
2or manual Is not the place for the exposition of principlee.
Even in the rare inetancea where this wjjs done* the pressure
of wartime duties prevented a wide dissemination of the pub-
lications.
The average naval officer today has little or no
knowledge of the basic principles and fundamental purposes
of the new organizations and the new system of personnel
classification which are in existence. Knowledge of these
principles and techniques requires the study of material
which is not readily available. Limitations of time prevent
the average officer from reading the volumes of material on
the subject. The importance of the subject often is not ap-
preciated. All of these factors keep from most Naval offi-
cers a knowledge of principles which affect the efficient
performance of their duties.
The problem undertaken in this dissertation is one
of synthesizing the available material related to the prin-
ciples and techniques of personnel organization and classi-
fication, in order to give the average Naval officer an ade-
quate background of knowledge which will enable him to per-
form his duties more efficiently.
Information on personnel organization is available in
a number of texts written in the last tvo decades, iilaoh of
these texts lays stress on different aspects of the problem.
Terminology is different, even when discussing the sen*
principles. The saat oonditionB exist in a study of personnel

3clasfiifici^tion. Additional souroes of mciterlal are vagazlne
articles I reBearoh reuorto end Naval manuala and direotiTet.
The principles and techniquee to be brought out are
those baaio and fundamental concepts on which there is wid«
agreeeent by recognized authorities, vbere there is a dif-
ference in terminology, the author has selected the term
ir:08t applicable to navel usage, '^here technicues are in-
volved, the navel procedures and asethode for placing prin-
ciples in effect are given.
Personnel organization, as used in this dissertation,
is the structure or process whereby the efforts of a number
of individuals are co-ordinated and directed toward a common
objective. Personnel organization prescribes the part played
by each individual in the activity or enterprise and estab-
lishes the relationship between individuals.
Classification is the process of determining the re-
quiresients of positions determined to be necessary by or-
ganization, and the qualifications of workers needed to fill
those positions.
The average Navol officer, repeatedly referred to in
this dissertation, is one whose duties range fron those of a
junior division officer to the head of a ship department
afloat and coi&porable duties ashore. He is constantly con-
cerned with organ! rational and administrrtive duties, par-
ticularly those concerned with personnel, but has had little
or no special training for those duties.

kIt le hoped that eufflclent information vill be found
herein to give such an average officer a general knowledge




THE PRINCIPLES AND TECHNI'-,,UE3 OF
PERSONNEL OROAi.IZATION
Introduction
When more than one person ie needed to carry out the
objective of an enterprise or activity, the co-ordination of
their efforts reciuiree personnel organizfltlon. As long aa
the work required to aoconplieh a given purpose requires the
efforts of only one person, no personnel orgenlzation is re-
quired. But as Boon ac the mission or objective requires the
efforts of two or more people, there arises a need to co-
ordinate the efforts of the individuals, or useless waste,
duplication, and friction develop. This simple fact estab-
lishes the need for personnel organization and defines it as
well. Personnel organiiation is the means or process of co-
ordinating the efforts of individuals engaged in a common
enterprise.
Personnel organitetlon, in order to co-ordinate
effort, establishes a structure. The size and kind of struc-
ture which evolves depends on the number of different func-
tions to be TDerformed and the number of individuals engaged
in the enterorise. The structure determines the duties and

(retponsibilities of each indivlduali and establishee their
relationshlpfl with eech other. If the itructure Is based on
sound prinoiplee and is carefully worked out to meet the
needa of the enterprise* eaoh individual will know hie re-
sponsibilities* his place in the structure, and his relation-
ship to every other person with whom he comes into contact.
Types of Personnel Organizational '3tructure
Personnel organizational structures can be classified
by (1) major purpose, (2) major process, (3) persons served
or dealt with, and (4) geographical area in which they
operate. An example of organisation by major purpose is
the Bureau organlration of the Navy Department. The Bureaus
of Personnel, Ships, Supplies and Accounts, and Aeronautics
are examples of structures organized to serve a major pur-
pose. The divisions or departments of a shipyard or aircraft
overhaul plant are examples of structures based on major
processes. The division of a hospital into surgical wards,
contagious wards, and dependents wards is an example of
structure based on people served. The division of the U.S.
Fleet into Western Pacific, Pacific, Atlantic, and Eastern
Atlantic Fleets is an example of structure based on geograph-
ical area of operation.
The average Naval officer will have little to do with
L. G^uliokand L. Urwick, Papers on the Science of
nletrRtlon, pp. 15-30. New York: Institute of PublicAdgi i ,
Administration, 1937-

7foriDulation of etruoturee based on such broad clsseifioationt.
It will suffice if he knows that such classifioatione exist.
A more useful classification, and one that he will be con-
stantly encountering, is the so-called line, functional* line
and functional, and line functional and staff.
Line Organizational Structure
A line organizational structure results from simple
multiplication of supervision and effort. All persons in
the enterprise are engaged in the same type of work directed
toward one objective. It is characterized by direct lines
of authority and responsibility from the top to the lowest
echelon. £ach person is responsible to the person next
above him in the chain of command, and is directly responsible
for all of the individuals under him.
The line organization is best exemplified by the
divisional structure aboard a ship. The division officer is
responsible for all the tasks performed by his division.
Under him are Junior division officers, among whom the tasks
are divided. The third echelon is the Chief Petty officers,
•ach responsible for certain of the Junior officer's tasks.
Tht fourth echelon is composed of the Petty officers, who in
turn are in charge of men under them.
The line structure is often called a military organi-
zatk}n because of the clear lines of authority and because
the echelons of comrrand have existed in military organizations

isince ancient times. Authors who so define It usually point
out that modern military structure has evolved far beyond
this stage. The same type of direct line of authority and
responsibility exists In every enterprise where there Is
multiplication of effort all directed toward a tingle func-
tion or task.
Co-ordlnetlon, which Is the chief virtue of this
type of structure, Is attained through the singleness of
purpose and the directness of the chain of authority. All
directions and supervision flow down to each echelon from
the one above it. Sach superior issues all directives to
those beneath him and is responsible for their actions and
results.
The simple line structure is suited only to small
enterprises where only one function is performed, ond to seg-
ments of a large enterprise. It becomes unwieldy in larg«
enterprises, because of the burden placed on the top echelons,
and because of the necessity for diverse functions.
According to Spriegel, the line structure has the
following advantages:
1. Directness. Each member knows the chain of
authority and command.
2. Fixed resDonsibility. Responsibilities of
each individual are clear and definite.
ti^tio
William R. 3priegel, Principles of BugJness Organi-
n, pp. bl-53. N«w York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19'4b.

93. Discipline. Singleness of responsibility
and control facilitates discipline of either the p08i>
tive or negative type. Buck passing is difficult.
k. Simplicity.
5. Flexibility.
6. Development of all-round executives at the
higher levels of authority. Executives perform func-
tions of a more cooiprehensive nature than in a func-
tional structure.
The disadvantage of the pure line structure, again
according to Spriegel, are:
1. It overloads key executives with the details
of operation.
2. It overemphasizes the importance of the key
executives and does not develop group co-operation.
3* It Bakes little use of the principle of
specialization, especially in the field of supervision.
k. Difficulty is encountered in establishing the
divisions or departments of work.
5. Co-ordination and co-operation are difficult
to secure, unless enforced by a strong leader.
6. Line structure does not develop executives
having a broad understanding of the problems of other
ajor sub-divisions of the enterprise. Figure 1 il-
























Functionfil structure arises from the complexity and
varied nature of the tasks and functions performed in every
enterprise of any considerable sl«e. Invariably the achieve-
ment of the major objective requires the performance of sub-
sidiary functions. In a line structure it is difficult to
locate individuals with the requisite diversified knowledge.
Further I the number of separate and distinct tasks to which
one individual can give attention is limited.
Imagine a shipyard organized to do all of the over-
haul work required by each ship undergoing overhaul by an
integrated unit. There would be as many units as there were
ships under overhaul. The units would constitute a pure mul-
tiplication of effort. Each unit would be composed of ord-
nance workmen > engineering workmen, communications workmen,
etc. Supervisory personnel, at least in the higher echelons,
would be concerned with highly diversified types of work. A
line structure would exist, beceuse there would necessarily
be echelons of reBponsibility , but it would not be a prac-
tical structure because the necessary diversity of knowledge
for the higher echelons could not be found. A further diffi-
culty would arise In co-ordinating the use of necessary
machinery by the various units working on different ships.
Instead of this Impractical personnel organieation,




the work from all ships is sent to various shops. MazimuB
utilization of eouipment and knowledge is achlered and an
orderly division of effort occurs. This is a functional
structure in the modern sense. Other examples of functional
structure familiar to everyone are the Bureaus of the Navy
Department and the departmental structure aboard ship. The
first delegation of tasks or responsibilities by the top
executive is almost invariably by function.
The functional structure has the following advantages:
1. Maximum utilization of specialization.
2. Adequate supervisory knowledge is available.
3. Simplification of control.
3. Extensive knowledge not required at the
lower levels of supervision.
It has the following disadvantages:
1. Co-ordination between separate functions is
ore difficult.
2. It does not develop rounded executives with
the broad knowledge needed for top positions. It
is this disadvantage which constitutes the primary
objection to specialist corps in the Navy. The per-
son who devotes his entire career to one function
cannot expect to rise higher than the top Job in
that specialty.











Line and Functlonel Structure
In practice, the structure which usually evolves Is
a combination of the line and the functional. All of the
tasks necessary to accomplish the objective are determined.
These tasks are grouped Into related functions and these func-
tions are assigned to departments or activities. The number
of Individuals necessary to perform the tasks Is determined
and a line structure Is created within the department.
In determining the functions to be performed It will
be apparent that some of them are directed at the primary ob-
jective and thus become primary functions. Others, which
are no less essential to accomplishment of the objective,
are contributory, service, or auxiliary functions. A naval
ship has a primary objective of seeking out and destroying
an enemy. The primary functions are thus gunnery end engineer-
ing In the case of a battleship or cruiser, or flight and
engineering In the case of a carrier.
In carrying out the primary mission, or objective,
secondary' functions must be accomplished. The Individuals
must be fed and paid, damage muet be controlled, communica-
tions must be maintained. These are secondary or auxiliary
functions. They are service functions.
Because the vatt preponderance of effort will always
be directed toward the major objective, the largest number
of Individuals will be found In the departments concerned
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with the primary functions. In accomplishing auxiliary
functions, It therefore often becomes necessary for auxiliary
activities to advise or aaelt the asslctfince of the primary
activities. Because the primary function should always be
paramount, final decision In cases of conflict rests with
primary activities. Ihese primary activities should never
lose eight of the necessity of accomplishing secondary func-
tions* and should heed the advice or furnish the asslstanca
requested unless It seriously Interferes with the primary
function. Likewise, auxiliary activities should never lose
eight of the paramount nature of primary activities, and
should not encroach upon their authority.
Within each department or activity there must exist
A pyramidal structure of responsibility and authority. At
each level or echelon, authority Is complete over all sub-
ordinates. Obligation of subordinates Is directed back up
the pyramid and In no other direction.
When conflicts arise between functions which cannot
be resolved on the basis of co-operation and primacy, re-
course must be had to the common superior who assigned the
functions.
Vixioh confusion exists In the literature on the sub-
ject through the use of the terms line and staff. The term
line In military usage refers to officers and men who are
concerned with primary objectives and who succeed to top
command because of this fact. Staff corps are concerned
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with auxiliary objectlvea end do not succeed to top command.
But within their own sphere, ataff officers have authority,
dc comcnand. The term staff In the sense of assistance to the
top executive will be discussed next.
Line, Functional, and Staff Organization
The top executive delegates responsibilities on th«
basis of necessary functions. Each function Involves e line
structure of responsibility to accomplish Its objective.
This requires complete knowledge and supervision of all func-
tions by the chief executive. Even where such extensive
knowledge can be found, human limitations preclude adequate
supervision In a large enterprise. The chief executive then
adds a staff, composed of Individuals each of whom are
highly skilled In the function perforoed by one department or
activity.
The primary function of these staff officers (this
Is the correct use of the word staff). Is planning and In-
•peotlng. They also may advise, directly, the heads of
functions.
Whenever a staff officer acts, he does so In the name
of and for the top executive. His authority Is always that
of the officer whom he represents. This fact should never
be obscured, either by the staff officer or by the Individual
with whom he deals.
Figure III Illustrates the line, functional, and staff




































Line, functional, and Staff Organizational Structure
Figure 111.

evolves in a large enterprise.
Eflflentlala of Pereonnel Organization
A sound personnel organization possesees the follow-
ing essentials:
1. Definite and clear objectives . There must bs
definite and clear knowledge of the major and auxiliary ob-
jectives toward which the enterprise moves. The primary ob-
jective must never be obscured by overemphasis of secondary
objectives or contributory details. An example of improper
emphasis resulting from losing sight of the major objective
would be emphasizing cleanliness or athletics at the expense
of instruction in a training establishment. The successive
steps necessary to attain the objective and a time schedule
for their accomplishment should be specified where possible.
2. Preparation . No move should be made without
thorough and timely preparation. Advance agreement between
component divisions regarding major programs of action
should be obtained. The preparation should be as thorough
and exhaustive as the time available will permit. The exer-
cise of sufficient foresight will usually make the necessary
time available.
3« Simplicity . Elanents or activities extraneous
or inconsequential to the major objective must be eliminated
3
T. R. Jones, Theories and Types of Organization ,
pp. 25-33. Production Executive Series No. fi3- N^** York:
Aaerioan Management Association, 1929.
» •g
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All remaining elements or aotlvltiee must be reduced to their
Biinplest terms.
4. Claesiflcation of Activities . There oust be a
simple, logical delineation and grouping of activities. A
definite and clearly-defined relationship between aotivitiet
must be expressed in writing. Within each sub-division,
assignments to personnel should be made, so that each person
is most efficiently occupied during working hours.
5. Specialization . The functions or operations per-
formed by any person or sub-division should be so separated
and grouped that efficiency is attained through repetitive
experience. Full advantage should be taken of any special
eptitude, ability, or training which may exist.
6. Delegation of responsibility and authority . Any
person assigned a definite responsibility must have sole and
complete responsibility for carrying out the assignment.
Assignment of responsibility should automatically carry with
it the authority necessary for its accomplishment.
7. Accountability . Each person is strictly and
solely accountable, in terms of results, to the superior who
assigns the responsibility. Unless absolutely unavoidable,
no two superiors should assign responsibilities to the saat
subordinate.
S. Control . The delegation of responsibility and
authority does not lesssn or remove the control of the
superior. He substitutes supervision and control through
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policy, procedure, or budget for personal participation In
operations.
9. Executive efficiency . The functions and super-
visory responsibilities assigned any person must not exceed
his capabilities In a normal working day. Responsibilities
rwialnlng to a major executive should be so ordered that
they are limited to the exception not to the routine. The
number of persons reporting to any executive should be the
minimum number commensurate with economical operation.
10. Co-ordination . Definite mechanisms and routines
must be provided to facilitate harmonious attainment of the
objective by all groups.
11. Flexibility . The organizational structure must
not be considered static. The activities must be so or-
ganized and the personnel so trained that changes to neet
new situations and changes In personnel can be made smoothly
and without disruption.
Principles of Organization
Responsibility, Obligation and Authority
Personnel organization co-ordinates individual effort
through definition of individual responsibilitiee and the
relations between individuals. The effort directed by an
activity toward achieving an objective can be considered the
sum total of a number of individual efforts. Unless the
responsibility of each individual is clearly defined there
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will be overlapping and consequent waste on the one hand and
omiasione with resultant failure on the other. It follows
that personnel organization Is not complete until every
requisite task is assigned, and the responsibility of each
and every individual is clearly delineated.
Responsibility must be an individual Batter. It can-
not be divided among several people, for if this is done no
one person can be held accountpble for failure. That two
or more people are doing exactly the saoe thing, or that the
efforts of more than one person are required to achieve a
single result does not alter the principle.
If responsibility is an individual matter, and the
efforts of roore than one individual are required, how is
reiponsibility assigned? It is done through the process of
delegation and re-delegation.
Complete resoonsibility always rests with the top
executive of the activity. The CRptain is responsible for
his entire ship. When this responsibility is greater than
the capacity of one Individual, as in the case of a ship,
he delegates various parts of his responsibility to sub-
ordinates. These subordinates in turn re-delegete parts of
the responsibility to their subordinates if the delegated
task is still beyond the capabilities of one individual.
This process is carried on until the responsibility fits the
capacity of one individual. Chainn of responsibility are
established, which are the same as the so-called chain of
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coffiK^nd of the military establishment.
The original delegation by the chief executive is
normally by function. All of the related tasks are dele-
gated to one pereoni thus fulfilling the essential of spe-
cialisation. This grouping of tasks Into functions, and the
determination of the number of functions, Is the principal
admlnletretlve duty of the top executive.
The assignment of responsibility must be clear cut
and specific. To achieve this result, and to avoid subse-
quent Blsunderstandlnge , the assignment should be In vrltlng.
An excellent form for this assignment of responsibility is
u
contained In the manual for the Navy ^^anagement Program.
The mission or objective of the individual is stated first.
The specific tasks or functions which muet be accomplished
to achieve the mission are next given. The third part enumer-
ates the results expected when the mission is well done.
This constitutes the standard of performance. This form is
as follows:





f will be well done when:
When a subordinate accepts a responsibility, he as-
sumes an obligation for its performance. The existence of
U.3. Navy Dept. , Nayy Manafeaant ^^rogram. pp. 5-l4.





this obligation is the cornerstone of personnel orgpnlration.
The obligation is Just as great as the responsibility and
extends to ever7 part of it. There can be no mental reserva-
tion toward any part of the responsibility. For this reason,
it is vitally important that every delegation of responsi-
bility be made in writing or disoussed in detail with ths
person aooepting the task. vhen this is done, the obligation
exists from the moment the responsibility is accepted.
Delegation of responsibility must carry with it an
equal delegation of authority. It is precisely at this point
that so many officers fail in delegation. They appreciate
the necessity of delegating responsibility » but they fell to
see that delegation of responsibility vlthout concurrent
authority to fulfill the obligation is meaningless. If the
subordinate has to refer every decision back to his superior
>
there has been no delegation of responsibility. The power
to make decisions, to employ whatever means are necessary
to fulfill the responsibility, must be delegated along with
the responsibility.
The exercise of the authority necessary to fulfill
a responsibility may, and in most cases will, affect other
individuals. In some cases it will come Into conflict with
the authority of others having different responsibilities.
For this reason* It is necessary that every delegation of
responflibility and authority be DAde known to all who may be
concerned. When conflicts arise, and they cannot be resolved

8%
through oo-operetlon, they shculcl be referred to the common
superior. Conflicts between subordinates are never so trivial
that prompt settlement le not necessary.
Supervision
The delegation (yf responsibility and authority never
completely relieves the delegating person of his responsi-
bility. Usually he will reserve at lenst a planning part of
the responsibility for himself. There always remains a
"seeing" or supervisory responsibility. The delegating pei^
•on, or delegant, replaces personal participation In "doing*
with supervision of the subordinates.^ By supervision he
determines that the task Is being done. In exercising super-
vision, the superior must be careful not to step over Into
the field of personal participation. He limits his action
to redefinition of responsibilities, advice, and suggestion.
By supervision the superior co-ordinatf^s the various
responsibilities which he has delegat'id. This supervision,
if properly done, will prevent the conflicts of authority
mentioned previously.
The subordinate must appreciate the necessity for
supervision, and not feel that his responsibility and author-
ity are lessened thereby. In the case of the chief exeoutivei
supervision nay become the sole responsibility.
^Alvln Brown, Organltgtlon of Industry
, pp. 62-6S.
New York: Prentice-Hall Co. , 19^7.

Co-ordination
We ha've seen that reeponslbllltles are delegated
first by grouping of harmonious tasks, or functions. Then
by re-delegatlon these tasks are assigned until Individual
capabilities are fully utilized. This process sets up chains
of responsibilities which are more or less separate. Achieve-
ment of the major objective requires oo-ordlnatlon of these
separate channels of effort.
Co-ordination Is achieved through supervision down-
ward and cross-contacts horizontally across supervisory
lines « at every level. These cross-contacts are not lines
of authority or responsibility; however* they facilitate the
flow of Information and hence strengthen co-ordination.
When functioning properly* they eliminate most of the need
for recourse to a common superior to resolve conflicts.
The committee and the conference are the two most
useful devices for co-ordination. Committees and confer-
ences are excellent media for dissemination of Information
pertinent to all and for Informing Individuals of the re-
sponsibilities of others. However, there are certain limi-
tations to be observed In the use of committees and confer-
ences. They should not be used as substitutes for Individual
responsibility. They may be used to advise an executive*
but they should not make decisions. They should be composed
of members of nearly equal rank or status* If not so com-
posed every participant must be made to feel that he can
express his opinion freely. The objectives and limits of
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action of the committee or conference must be clearly stated.
The number of participants should be limited to that neces-
sary for adeauate representation.
Span of Control
One of the most Important principles of personnel
organisation Is that of the span of control. It Is also the
principle vhlch Is most frequently violated. In the dele-
gation of responsibilities, not more than six or seven» nor
less than three subordinates should report directly or have
6
access to one superior. As stated by Hamlltonf
The average human breln finds Its effec-
tive scope In handling from three to six other
brains. If a man divides the whole of his work
Into two branches and delegates his responsi-
bility, freely and properly, to two experienced
heads of branches he will not have enough to do.
The occasions vhen they would have to refer to
him would be too few to keep him occupied. If
he delegates to three heads he will be kept
fairly busy, whilst six heads of branches will
give most bosses a ten hour day.
This statement expresses well the burden on the
superior resulting from an excessive span of control. This
burden on the superior has several sound bases vhlch are not
apparent when one thinks only In terms of the direct rela-
tionships.
The psychological concept of the span of attention
has shown that the average Individual can give attention to
not more than six numbers and recall them. The same number
6
sir Ian Hamilton, Ihs boul and Body of An Army ,
p. 229. London: Arnold, 1921.
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holds true for other mental ectlvltlea. The average human
brain oennot fixate and recall a sufficient amount of detail
about more than eix separate functions. Thie is the limita-
tion of the superior himself. If the executive is egotis-
tical enough to feel that he is not bound by this limitation*
let him consider the other limitations.
The number of relationships which are created by
delegation of responsibilities increasts at an exponential
rate. The relationships created are of three kinds: direct
ones with the superior* direct cross relationships between
individual subordinates, and group relationships of sub-
ordinates. With two subordinates there are four relation-
ships to be co-ordinatee ; with three there are ten; with
four there are twenty-one; with five there are forty-one;
with six there are seventy-eight. These numbers are the
inifflum; by other formulae they are much larger. All of
these relationships require supervision by the superior.
Co-ordination is dependent upon it. While they may not all
recuire attention at the same time» enough of then will be
in existence and in active play at the same time to fully
occupy one superior.
The third limitation of the span of control is that
placed on the subordinate, ^^veryone has at one time or
another encountered the waste of time and confusion which
results from inability to confer with a superior. The sub-
ordinate is limited in the fulfillment of his responsibilities
if^arr^ «ii? vd
by this block. It is analogous to the overloading of e com-
munication channel, when a superior finds that he has more
responsibilities th<^n he cpn meet in a normal working day*
he can be sure he h^s crested nuoh more confusion and frus-
tration in his subordinates.
The liffliteticn of the span of control is not so
marked when the sub-division of task is a pure multiplication
of effort. V/hen the tasks are identical, or extremely simi-
lar, the span csn be somewhat greater, but the personal and
group relationships still exist even when the tasks are iden-
tical, and the span should not be greater than will permit
the supervisor to be avare of the existence and nature of
every reletionship.
The limitation of the span of control is met by the
employment of the deputy or the "assistant to.** When a deputy
is used the chief usually delegates full resoonsibility , in-
cluding supervision. This divorces the chief executive from
any supervision of the delegated functions. He supervisee
the deputy chief in a genersl manner. Obviously, this form
of delegation requires a deputy fully as capable as the
principal. The chief executive must have full and complete
confidence in such a suborc^inate, for he is not in fact a
subordinate but a co-equal. This is an intermediate form
of delegation. A logical place for its use would be in the
delegation of auxiliary functions.
The "assistant to* has no responsibilities of his
.1 TO
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own; he sharee those of his chief executive, having no re-
•ponslbllltles, he cannot re-delegate and hp.B no authority
Independent of his superior. He acts for and In the name
of the chief executive as does e staff. The usual role of
the "assistant to** Is In handling routine matters covered by
policy or procedure. The exceptions to the routine are re-
ferred to the principal.
Techniques of Control
Supervision of suborrilnetee can become as tlae-
oonpumlng a responsibility as performance of the function or
task, and It becomes almost Impossible to avoid personal par-
ticipation, unless standardised techniques of control are
utilized. When such technicues are used, supervision is
greatly simplified and the authority and responsibility of
th« subordinate will appear greater and more clear out to
hlra. Supervision is control; where it can be made a matter
of routine, the burden of detail is removed. Control is
established through policy, procedure, and budget, as well
•• through direct supervision.
Control through Policy
Policies are concerned generally with major objec-
tives and broad plans of action. Policy is the broad fjrame-
work within which competent individuals make sound decisions.
Brief contemplation of these statements will show the need
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for policies In every organlefltlon and the nature of policies.
Policies constitute the basis for goYerning future aotlons;
their primary purpose is to sanction in advance the action to
be tak^n in repetitive situations. Policy insures uniformity
of action with a minimua of supervision.
To accomplish their purpose » policies must be clearly
expressed in writing. They must be cleer because they govern
future action. The possibility of misinterpretation or
Varied Interpretation by members of the enterprise must be
eliminated. They should be in writing because the frailty
of human memory will cause them to become obscure with tht
passage of time. New personnel can be inducted into the or-
ganization with a minimum of disruption if clearly expressed
policies are available for study. Situations confronting an
enterprise are never static, therefore policies require re-
view. This Can best be done when they are in writing.
Finally, conflicting policies will not be established if all
policies Rve available in written form.
The existence of written policy does not preclude
exceptions and the exercise of discretion. A concept of in-
flexibility in policy denies the need for competence in any
but the top level of organisation. There will always be ex-
ceptions to policy, xhen the exceptions become numerous,
the policy needs revision.
Policy formation is the duty of the top levels of







in the formulation of any policy and only the top levels
know the complete responsibility.
The committee is a useful device in policy formation.
All points of view and conflicting considerations can be
brought out by committee consideration. A committee may even
draft a policy. But policies should always be promulgated by
the official having the primary responsibility affected
thereby.
Control through Procedure
Procedure is concerned with the method of fulfilling
responsibilities. Procedure determines who will engage in
a given task, what their responsibilities will be and in
what order action will be taken. It thus establishes the
structure of operation.
By establishing a procedure, the problem of control
is simplified and reduced to routine. Procedure establishes
definite steps to be taken and defines individual responsi*
bility in taking those steps. It thus promotes the basic
purpose of organiiation. Procedures are essential for every
repetitive operation.
In contrast to policy, procedure should be rigid and
exception to an established procedure should rarely be per-
Bitted. Since procedure establishes individual responsi-
bility, failure to observe the procedure may deprive some
individuals of the opr>ortunity to discharge their responsi-
bility. If many exceptions to the routine become neceseary,
' f
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the procedure should be examined and revised.
In establishing a procedure the following rules
should be obserYed:
1. It should be siapls.
2. It should provide for all essential operations.
3. It should not cause "red tape** delays.
k. It should place responsibility as low in the
organiEatlonal structure as competence to perform it
will permit.
5. It should be established in writing.
Control through Budget
A budget is a plan of future operations. It estab-
lishes limits of action by controlling finances, personnel)
or material. It is thus an indirect form of supervision.
Everyone is familiar with finii»ncial budgets snd their effect
In enforcing economy of operetion. The similar effect of
budgetary control of men or material is not so often reeog-
nired. vhen budgetary control of all three essentials is
in effect, the maximum over-all control of operation is
achieved.
Because budgetary control limitfl every individual in
the discharge of his responsibility, budgets must be drawn
with full consideration of objectives and responsibilities.
Failure to provide adequate means is fully as frustrating to




v^htn budgetary controls make it imposeible to ful-
fill a responsibility, it becomes part of the obligation of
the individual having the responsibility to bring the bud-
getary handicap to the attention of hi? superior. It becomes
the duty of the euperior to remove the limitation or revise
the reaponeibility.
Nomenclature and Record of Organization
One of the requieitss of good organization is stand-
ard nomenclature. Without standard nomenclature, definition
of relationships becomes varied, obscure, and difficult.
Nomenclature should indicate the degree of responsibility
held by the individual or group of individuals.
The nomenclature of rank and the components of the
purely military organization are familiar to most individuals
and need no explanation. They are clear and le/^ve no doubt
as to the relative status of the individuals or sub-divisions,
When ws oome to the nomenclature of the shore estab-
lishment of the Navyt there has been no such unanimity or
clarity of nomenclature until recently. By Navy Department
7bulletin, nomenclature has now been standardized. The pre-
scribed nomenclature is:
*Navy Dapartment, yniform Crggnizr^tion and Nomen-
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Organizational Component Title
Bureau or office Chief





There are two additional titles in use which require
definition, when the number of necessary delegations ex-
ceeds the desirable span of control of the Chief, a Deputy
If employed. Responsibility for sereral functions Is wholly
delegated to the Deputy and the Chief no longer exercises
Buperrision over those functions. The Deputy also succeeds
the Chief in his absence and acts for him. An "assistant to*
a Chief I Director, or Heed has no delegated responsibility,
as contrasted to an Assistant Chief. The Assistant to the
Chief aselfits his superior by caring for routine matters,
Baking investigations and researches, and digesting reports.
The distinction between the ''Assistant to the Chief and
the Assistant Chief should be clearly understood.
Record of Personnel CrganlKation
Personnel organization cannot be effective unless it
is known and understood by all of its nenbers. It oust be
set down in written and graphic forvi both to achieve this
purpose and to permit its freouent review and necessary
revision.
f^ i





The written description of personnel organization re-
quires clear and precise language. It must not only convey
the duties and relationships of members to those already ac-
quainted with thes; it must convey then to those seeking to
learn.
The previously described method of defining objec-
tives » tasks I and standards of performance for each individual
will do much to clarify personnel organization. In addition
to defining objectives and tasks, relationships should be
stated with exactness.
Besides the written description of personnel organi-
zational structure, the decimal numbering system and the
graphic chart are useful aids in portraying organization.
The decimal numbering system is similar to that used
in the numbering of fleet units in operation orders, and
serves the same purpose. The number of digits indicates
the stage of delegation. The decimal numbering system when
used in written description and chart offers a ready means
of reference.
The personnel organizational chart is a means of por-
traying chains of responsibility. The definition of the re-
sponsibilities at each stage of delegation is not a function
of the chart; that must be done in written description. The
chart should be used to show relationship in a vertical






The standard chart shovis boxeo connected vertically
for each stage of delegation. Horizontal lines are used to
connect boxes at the samt stage of delegation. There should
be no horizontal lines from the side of boxes as responsi-
bility cannot be delegated to a co-equal.
Since all delegations of responsibility by functions
from the top executive (chief) are equal in the sense that
they all stem from the same source, they should all be placed
on the same level. Where space limitation and a large num-
ber of functions prevent this, auxiliary functions are placed
on the upper of two levels, with primary functions beneath.
The vertical line to the common source of responsibility ex-
tends to both levels.
The "Deputy** and the ** Assistant to** should be shown
in the same box with their superior if they assist him and
have no delegated responsibility. If the Deputy has fully
delegated responsibilities and succeeds the top executive as
wellffae should have a separate box and be included with the
chief as well. Clarification of this dual capacity should
be made in the description of his duties.
Committees, being without responsibility, should not
be shown on a chart of responsibility relationship. If, for
the sake of completeness, it is desired to show them they
should be shown in dotted boxes, not connected to the struc-
ture, at the appropriate level.
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Personnel organization ie the means of co-ordinating
the efforts of individuals engaged In a common enterprise.
Organization CYolyee a structure composed of chains
of delegated responsibility. The first delegation, by ths
top executive; is by function or groups of related tasks.
Further re-delegations are divisions of the same function.
The process is carried on until the size of tasks fits indi-
vidual capabilities. Where the knowledge and capacity re-
quired of the top executive exceed the capacity of any indi-
vidual, a staff is employed. The staff assists the top execu-
tive and acts only in his name. An organizational structure
is functional and line; it may include staff.
Functions are further subdivided into primary and
auxiliary functions. Primary functions are directed toward
the major objectives. Auxiliary functions have an assisting
or service nature.
The essentials of good organization are:
1. Definite and clear objectives.
?. Preparation.
3. Simplicity.
k. Classification of function.
5. Specialization.








The najor principles of organization are:
1. Responsibility, obligation and Authority.
Responsibility nuet be an Individual matter.
Responsibility Is assigned by delegation. For every
responsibility there Is an obligation for Its per-
foraance. There can be no delegation of responsl-
blllty without co-equal delegation of authority.
2. Supervision.
The delegation of responsibility and authority
does not relieve the delegant of the duty of super-
vision of the subordinate.
3. Co-ordination.
Delegation of responsibility by functions
creates the necessity for co-ordination. Co-ordina-
tion Is achieved by cross-contacts at every level.
Crose-oontaots are maintained through conferences
and committees.
k. Span of Control.
No more than six or seven, nor less than three,
subordinates should report to one superior where tasks
or functions are markedly different.
^ n .-9 at-
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Supervision requires control with a minimum of at-
tention. It l8 most easily accomplished by utilization of
policy, procedure, and budget. Policy est&bllshea oonti*ol by
providing a basis for governing future actions. Procedure
prescribes a standard method of operation. Budgets establish
limits of action.
Organization, to be understood In the same manner by
all menbers, requires standard nomenclature and written
record. Nomenclature should Indicate the degree of responsi-
bility. Prescribed Naval nomenclature for shore activities
Is office, division, branch, section, unit. Titles for the
heads of these sub-dlvlslons are Chief, Assistant Chief or
Director, Head (applies to branch and lower). The written
record can be supplemented usefully by the decimal numbering
system and the organizational chart.

CHAPTEfl-IIt
Ti.o PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQ,UE3 OF
PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATION
' Introduction
We have ^een that personnel organization co-ordinates
the efforts of individuals by delegating responsibilities
until the full capabilities of every inaivid\ial are utilized.
The ideal organization is one in which every individual is
doing the tasks for which he is best fitted. Attainment of
the ideal » as nearly es it is possible to do so* requires
the determination of the skills and qualifications possessed
by individuals and the appraisal of Jobs to learn where those
qualificptions can be utilized. The information obtained
ir<u8t be placed in r usable form. The process of accomplish-
ing this is called personnel olaseification. Personnel clas-
sification is the process of determining the aptitudeSi
knowledge, and skills of individuals; deterroining the quali-
fications essential for successful performance in a particu-
lar Job; and putting the information obtained on individuals
and Jobs in a form vhich permits the distributing agpncy to
place the individual in the Job for which he is best fitted.
Personnel classification is not new to industry, to
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craft guilds had a crude form of Job claesificatlon, and the
dtilgnatlon of workers as matters, Journeymen* and appren-
tices wat a form of worker classification. As industrial
progress was madei Jobs increased in number by the thousands
and families of Jobs, or occupations, developed. Gradations
of workers developed with the increasing complexity of Jobs.
However, the entire industrial Job structure developed in an
unco-ordinated manner; no uniform terminology for Jobs was
developed. In fact, the total number of Jobs was unknown.
Furthermore, many Jobs with different names were in fact
identical. Aptitudes and abilities leading to success in
particular Jobs were undetermined. Individuals entered oc-
cupations and Jobs through luck or happenstance. Finding
one's proper niche was largely a matter of trial and error.
Much occupational maladjustment resulted.
The need for a systematic, uniform classification of
Job requirements and worker qualifications became pressing
in industry with the advent of scientific personnel procedures.
Industrial organizations developed descriptions of Jobs and
specifications of worker qualifications through scientific
Job analyses. The classification of personnel was done on a
plant basis, however, and even in the same company with two
or more plants, uniform terminology was not employed. There
was no nation-wide or occupation-wide classification of Jobs
and workers.
The government became concerned with occupational
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clafislflcfitlon, unlfonc terminology , and the content of Jobs
through the Cenuut bureou and the U.S. Employment Service.
The Cenaus bureau needed e cloflsiflcation for Jobs and occupa-
tions for use in compiling census information. It developed
a classification system suited to its needs. The U.S. Em-
ployment Service developed the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles in order to assist in placing workers in jobs. The
Dictionary of Occupational Titles forms the basis of prao-
tically every classification system in use today. All ^a^MlI
personnel connected with personnel classification should be
familiar with this publication. The major occupational
groupings, and the code number blocks assigned to each are:
1. Professional and Managerial Occupations
(0-00.00 through 0.99-99)
Professional (0.00.00 through 0.39.99)
Semi-Frof essional (O.UO.OO through 0.69.99)
Managerial and Official (0. 70.00 through 0.99.99)
2. Clerical and Sales Occupations
(1.00.00 through 1.99.99)
Cl^l^al and Kindred (1.00.00 through 1.49.99)
Seles and Kindred (1. 50.00 through 1.99-99)
3. Service Occupations
(2.00.00 through 2.99.99)
Domestic Service (2.00.00 through 2.09.99)
Personal Service (2.20.00 through 2.^9.99)
1
*U.3. &»i^l^jment Service » Dictior^ary of Occupational
itlee , Three Volumes and Supplements. Washington: Govern-T
ment Printing Office, 1939.
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Projective Service (2.60.00 through 2.69.99)
Building Service and Portere (7.S0.00 through
2.99.99)
k. Agricultural, Fishery, Forestry, end Kindred
Occupations
(3.00.00 through 3.99.99)
Agricultural, Horticultural, and Kindred
(3^roo.OO through 3.U9.99)
Fishery (3.SO.^0 through 3.^9.99)
Forestry (except Logging), Hunting and Trapping
(3.90.00 through 3.99.95)
5. Skilled Occupations / y,6> /.^c?o ^'i^fc^jc^u ^,
^9.^9<iJ
Skilled occupations in Manufacturing and Related
Activities (4.01.000 through 5. IS. 999)
Skilled Occupations in Non-Mcnufacturing Activi-
ties (5.20.000 through 5.61.999)
Mscellaneous Skilled (5. 63. 000 through 5.^9.999)
Foremen (5. 91.000 through 5.99.999)
6. Semi-skilled Occupations
(6.00.000 through 7-99.999)
8#ai-Skilled Occupations in Manufacturing and
Related Activities (6.01.000 through 7.1g.999)
Semi-Skilled Occupations in Non-Kanufacturing
Activities (7.20.000 through 7.61.999)
Miscellaneous Serai-Skllled (7. 63. 000 through
7.S9.999)
Apprentices (7. 93. 000 through 7.99.999)
7. Unskilled Occupations
(g. 00.00 through 9-99.99)
Occupations in Manufacturing and Related
Activities (S. 01.00 through 9.1^.99)
Occupations in Non-Vipnufacturing Activities
(9.20.00 through 9.61.99)
4^:^
Miscellaneous Cccupationa (9. 63. 00 through
9.«9.99)
There hae been a aystem of personnel claaslfication
In the U.S. Navy since Its Inception. The personnel classi-
fication system consisted of groups of occupations called /'"^ ^
.
ratings. Vithin each rating, such as qttgtrterttaeter or gunner
»
there were <?ltte»es or rates. The ratings indicated the occu-
pational family and defined in general the duties normally
performed by the individual. The t%%% indicated the degree
of proficiency which the individual had attained, and formed
the basis of the pay structure. The duties which a rating A.^rUx^
Bight be called upon to perform varied widely throughout the
JkkT^f and no ystematic study had ever been made to determine
what duties were performed In specific jobs. The rating was
too broad a classification to indicate special skills which
an individual might poRsess. Further, individual aptitudes
and inherent abilities were largely undetermined and assign-
ment to a rating was largely based on lucK and circumstances.
Vith the rapid development of Job and worker classi-
fication in industry end in the government's census and em-
ployment branches, the iiavy might have forseen its coming
need for a more definitive personnel classification system.
2
The history of the Navy in xorld War II states, •* ....
there was no sore glaring onission in the Navy's peacetime
personnel planning than the failure to provide any systematic
?
Navy Department, U.3. Navel Administration in \sorld
War II . '.Vashington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 19^6.

analyBls of billetc or of their nearest equlVfilents In termf
of clvlllfin resources.
"
The need for a better system of personnel olasslfloa-
tlon began to be felt In the defense expansion which took
place In the ^iay prior to our entry Into vorld War II. More
and more ratings were added, but systematic analysis of
billets and accurate definition of Individual abilities were
not undertaken.
The need for a system of Job and worker classlfloa-
tlon In the Nary beoaire urgent upon our entry Into world War
II. Ihe problem of selecting, Identifying, training, and
distributing the nllllons of men suddenly taken Into an ex-
pandlng NaVy, coupled with the vast Increase In the number
of special Jobs reculred, made the peacetime rating structure
hopelessly Inadenuate. Maximum utilization of skills ac~
quired In civilian occupations was essential. Sharp, precise
definitions to describe the nature of the Job and the quail-
flcatlons of Individuals were needed. The Nf.vy^ s present
system of classification, based on civilian and governmental
experience^ was Instituted. Classification as a basis of
personnel administration Is firmly established in the Navy
today. An understanding of Its purposes, methods, oapablll-
ti«s» and limitations Is essential for every Naval officer.
^; Definitions
Before proceeding with a discussion of Job and worker
classification, In order that there will be uniformity of
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Interpretation, It Ib advisable to define the terms which
vlll be used. These terms are tasK, position, Job, oocupa-
tlon, billet, rating, and rate.
A Task Is a tingle complete operation Involved in
the performance of work.
A Position is a group of tasks performed by one
person. ^ This term is used in civilian classification.
A Billet is the Naval counterpart of a position.
A Job is a group of similar positions or billets in
A particular activity. A NaVal job is a recurring task or
group of tasks performed frequently enough to constitute the
basis for some personnel action. A billet may be composed
of one or more Jobs.
An Occupation is a group of similar or related Jobs.
A Rating is the Naval counterpart of an occupation.
A Rate is a grade or class within a rating.
Objectives of Classification
Claseification has three objectives:
1. Determining the qualifications of individuals .
The qualifications may be a result of Interest, intelligence,
aptitude, training, experience in the Job, or experience in
iBllar or related work.
2. Peterminlnft the requirements of Jobs . Knowledge
3
New York: Prentice-Hall
C. L. Shartle, Occupational Information , p. 11.
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required, intelligence, skills used, worker physical reauire-
ments, the nature of the work performed, all form a part of
Job requirements.
3. ClasBifylnjg and coding the qualifications of
incividuals and the requirements of Jobs . The information
obtained by echieving the first two objectives must be placed
in a usable form. Coding is the secret to getting the right
nan into the right Job.
Uses of Classification
Personnel classification may be used for the follow-
Ing purposes:
1. Rapid end effective mobilization . The rapid and
efficient induction of millions of men in time of national
emergency can be done only by determining the qualifications
of each individual and knowing when and v.here those quali-
fications can be used to maximum advantage. Determination of
total numbers required in equally important.
2. Divide available manpower equitably between units ,
Knowledge of individual capabilities and of all billets where
those talents c^n be fully utilired will prevent a maldis-
tribution of skill.
3. Identificetion of Neiry Job skills of personnel .
Coded Job skills provide a rapid uniform and definite means
of expressing individual qualifications.
h. Stating, roanpover reguireroentw, cocnplemente, and
allowsncee 9t ships and stations in terms of Jobs to be done .

When the work performed In erery billet on a ihlp or station
has been determined by systematlo analysis, personnel re-
quirements become clarified. Complements and allowances can
be reall8tlcf.lly expressed In terms of Individual billets.
5. Selection of personnel for training . By deter-
mining the Individual who C£>n be trained most easily on the
basis of Intelligence, Interest, and aptitude, school fnllures
are reduced and the training received Is of greater benefit.
6. Selecting Individuals for special or unusual
bllletr . When a billet requires some special qualification
or combination of qualifications, coirpetent Individuals can
be found and assigned If records of Individual qualifications
ere available In coded form.
7. Asslf^nir.ent of Individuals to billets in vhlch
their qualifications can be utilized . By icnowlng Individual
auallflcatlons and billet requirements, the two can be matched.
8. Efficient, accurate, and precise personnel ac-
counting . Ahen qualifications and billets are classified and
coded, machine record personnel accounting becomes effective.
9. Civil re-adjustment of dischargees . When Indi-
vidual qualifications of personnel being discharged are avail-
able, the civil re-adJustment process Is more rapid and of
greater v^lue. /.v^.../ A^y^^ ^C.
10. Determining the content of Naval school curricula
and training courses , when the requirements of Jobs are fully
and accurately known, the material taught In Naval schools and
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training coursen can be directly related tc the future Job
to be done.
Determlnlnfe Individual '^.uallflcatlona
Determining the qualifications of Individuals Is a
fundamental part of classification. It Involves determining
the Individual* 8 educational » occupational » and family back-
ground, Intelligence! InterestSi aptitudes, and abilities.
The Individual Is given Information on Job opportunities and
requirements. The classifier, after an Interview, assigns
the Individual a Job code on the basis of all the Information
available and makes a placement recommendation. As the In-
dividual acquires additional qualifications through training
and experience, he must be reclassified so that the record
of his qualifications represents at all times his highest
level of proficiency.
Th« H»Vfri enlisted man is first classified at the
Recruit Training Q«ii^#r. He is re-cla selfled whenever ht
completes a-*iavel Training 5e*r©ol anad-^ffeenever he is trans-
ferred and passes througb-^^ Naval Receiving Station. It is
also a resV'Onsibility of every command continuously to re-
classify its personnel whenever they acquire significant new
qualifications.
Tht Naval officer is first classified when he
finishes school. The record of his qualifications is main-
tained at his current duty station and in the^ Bureau of Nnval
Personnel by means of tear-off sheets attached to tne Fitness
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Report. His re-oleselflcptlon Is thu« more or letP a con-
tinuous process.
The three tools or teohnlnues used in determining
individuel qualifies tlons are the questlonnpire, tests, and
the interview. A discussion of the uses of each technicue
in Naval classification, which is similar to civilian clas-
sificfition, will give an understsnding of the classification
process. The basic process is similar for officers and en-
listed men, although the information obtained is different.
The Questionnaire
A questionnaire is useful in obtaining factual in-
formation on en individual. It is filled out prior to the
interview and is available to the interviewer at the time of
interview. The Navel questionnaire called •'Aid to Interview
B^«)k»" corresponds to the application blank in civilian
practice. Reliable information which can be obtained on the
questionnaire includes name, home address, name of parents,
occupation of parent(s), educational background, specialized
training, leisure activities, hobbies or sports, and civilian
work experience. As indicated by its name, the questionnaire
is an aid to the interviewer and information obtained by use
of a qualifications questionnaire should be factual and
should not cell for opinions.
Testing
Tests are standerdiKsd, well-conducted interviews.
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They are a rapid, conalatent mepns of determining an indi-
vidual's intelligence, aptitudes, and proficiencies. Test
scores are relatively objective i quantitative descriptions
of indivlQual capabilities. As such, teste play a very im-
portant part in determining individual qualifications.
A great variety of tests for different purposes has
been constructed. There are interest, intelligence, aptitude,
aohieveBient , proficiency, and work sample teste. Tests may
be further classified as group test(> or individual tests.
Tests Bay be classified as speed teste, which involve a
time limitation, and power tests, in which unlimited time is
allowed and correct answers alone determined results. Any
one test can fit into a number of different classificationt.
An aptitude test may be a group and a soeed test.
In measuring individual differences, which is the
purpose of any test, we may determine general aptitude or
ability, such 8S mechanical aptitude, or we may determine a
specific ability or aptitude as is done by a radio technician
test. In evaluating test results, it is important to make
sure that the test is designed to measure the quality which
is being sought.
A complete testing program for determining individusl
qualifications would include tests of Interest, intelligence,
personality, aptitude, and aoi^devement. After these tests
results were aopralsed by a competent classifier, they would
be followed by tests to determine aptitude and ability in
a9»-f
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specified fields and, where epnlicable, Job skill.
Such a testing progrflm, while suited to Individual
guidance and specific placement, would be Impraotloal In a
Bass olasBlfloatlon program as conducted by the U.S. Navy.
Interest tests are not used because the average recruit does
/
not have enought detailed knowledge of Naval jobs or occupa-
tions to express more then a general Interest. Personality
tasts are not sufficiently advanced to afford a reliable
measure for general use. Most recruits, In time of peace,
have not acquired significant Job skills, so Job proficiency
tests are not warranted for initial classification. A prac-
tlosl qualifications testing program Is reduced to aptitude
testing for recruits and achievement testing In schools and
for advancement In rate. ^ ^t^^ :U^^ L^U.
The U.S. Navy- lia« developed a Basic. Battary^^est
which Is a good example of a classification and selection
testing program. It consists of a General Classification
Test, which measures ability to learn and solve verbal prob-
Xaas and thus Is a verbal reasoning test; an Arithmetic Test
which measures ability to calculate and to aoply calculation
to practical problems; a Mechanical Aptitude Test designed
to measure potential ability for work of a mechanical nature;
and a Clerical Aptitude Test designed to measure aptitude
for clerical tasks.
The General Classification Test consists of 100 ques>
tlons divided Into three parts. ^ Part I, the sentence
i:t;3 1 j.4.-
completion section, conslBts of a series of Incomplete ten-
tences, each of which Is followed by five oosslble completing
terms. The task Is to select the correct tern to complete
the sentence. Part II i opposltes, consists of a series of
terms, each of which Is followed by five other terms. The
task iB to select the tern most nearly opposite In meaning
to the first term In the series. Part III» analogies , con-
sists of a series of Incomplete analogies, each of which Is
followed by five terms. The task Is to select the correct
word to complete the analogy.
The Arithmetical Reasoning Test consists of a number
of problems In arithmetic. Saoh problem Is followed by five
possible answers. The task Is to select the correct answer
to each problem.
The Meohanloal Aptitude Test consists of parts vhloh
test mechanical comprehension, space relations, knowledge of
tools and their uses, and general electrical and mechanical
Information.
The Clerical Aptitude Test consists of three parts.
In Part I, alphabetizing, the task consists of Inserting one
word Into a series of four other alphabetized words In such
a position that all five words will be in alphabetical order.
Part II consists of pairs of names. The task is to determine
whether the two names are identical. Fart III, number check-
ing, consists of pairs of numbers. The task is to determine
whether the two numbers are Identical.
J^ A. /a^<^




The Basic T#«t Battery Is used primarily for aeleo-
tlon of enlisted men for further training in Naval Bchoolc.
A second use of the battery is to provide & measure of the
quality of personnel entering the Navy. A third use of the
battery is in assigning men to billets or duty stations
aboard ships and shore stations 1 and at f^eceiving stations.
Results on the Basic Battery are expressed in Navy 1
Standard 5oorea. ,• Raw scores on the tests are converted to
standard scores. Norms on the test vert established on the
wartime recruits in 19'+3-^^« The mean standard score is 50
and the standard deviation is 10.
^^^j^,^ ^^^......^ ^yf^M.^/ <:^^^^
A testing prograoi such as the Navy Basic Battery
Test is an unquestioned aid in claseificption of personnel.
Research on the correlation between test scores on the
Basic Battery and success in Naval Training Schools, end be-
tween interview ratings and success in school! ahoviicr a
higher correlation in the former ttian in the latter. This
was true even though the interviewers had the test scores
available for reference while conducting the intei*Tiew.; How—
ever, ;£ word of caution is needed about interpreting test
Tha Basic Battery is a group of aptitude tests de-
signed primarily to select personnel for school training . It
National Defense Research Committee, Aptitude end
Classification , Vol. 1, pp. 122-1?3. WashingtorH Navy





will Identify Indivlduole posseselng a sufficient degree of
Intelligence, mental alertness, and reading skills to do ac-
ceptable work, in Naval service schools* Based on researchf
cutting or minimum scores on ths G^.^.f . and other parts of
the Basic Battery have been established for various Naval ^
schools. The Basic Battery is a sound and proven device for
school training s elect ion ,-V^-'*^^^'**'^ ^J-^y^^^
Contrary to popular service belief, the G,CT. is not
a complete intelligence test. Current thought in psycho-
logical circles holds that intelligence is composed of a num-
ber of factors. These factors include verbal reasoning,
abstract reasoning) numerical reasoning, memory ability, in-
duction, and deduction. To be a thorough intelligence test,
the test should include both verbal (language usage) itena
and non-verbal or performance items. The Ganaral Classifica-
tion Test is a test of verbal reasoning involving language
usage. As such it is a measure of one very important part
of total intelligence. But there are other factors in in-
telligence which it does not measure. Therefore in using
this part of the basic battery, caution must be used. One
should be sure that the test is measuring that part of in-
telligence or aptitude which is important to the Job. 9pe-
cifically, when using the G.O.T. in classification, it is
important to renaaber that an intelligent person will always
score high on the (|,jC^T, ; but a person Bay make a low score






vhlch l8 Important to a particular job,
The NaTy has devised a number of speoial tests for
Eelection ana classification in speoial areas. Such special
tests include the Radio Code Test for radio operators* Sleo-
tronic Technician Selection Test, Fitch-Wemory Test for p ,,^.4^^^
3onarfflan, and the Eye-Hand Co-ordination Test. Greater use -'><-/*-^
of such teste would greatly enhance the value of initial -^^««^ '^
classification and selection. Eventually tests or test com- ^^^^^'^
blnations should be developed for every rating.
'•4
In addition to the aptitude tests used in original
classificetion, achievement tests play an important role in
classification. As individuals acquire Job skill ond ability,
either through school training or experience, they should be
re-claseified. The natural time for such re-classification
is upon completion of schooling or upon advancement in rating.
Achievement tests are a logical aid in such re-classification.
In some ratings, when advancement is temporarily blocked,
achievement end Job skill tests should be administered and
the man reclassified without a change in rating.
The Intervisw
The interview is ths crucial part of detcncining and
classifying individual qualifications. The cuestionnaire
and the test results are available to aid the interviewer in
making his Judgment, but it should be emphasized that they




Clesslflcstion intervieving it a oombination of
vocational guidance and placement. Vocational guidance is
the process of assisting an individual to choose* prepars
for, and malte progress in a vocation. Placerr.pnt is the pro-
cess of fitting an individual into a Job. Both points of
view ere needed in Naval Classification Interviewing. The
individual must be informed of the requirements of, and the
ooportunities in, Naval Jobs. The interviewer must ascertain
the interests , aptitudes, abilities, and personality of the
individual and place him in the Job classification best
suited to his individual pattern.
The first thing to be determined in classification
is vocational interest. Every person has a definite number
of basic interests. He will do the best work and be happiest
in a Job in harmony with those interests. Interest patterns
fit into different occupational, activity, and intellectual
levels. Interest usually supports and sustains the develop-
ment of ability; it provides the motivation. Interest plus
ability make for personal achievement and Job satisfaction.
The obvious place to start in determining vocational
interest is the past record of educational and occupational
accomplishment. Has there be^n steady application to one
field? Was the field chosen or did it Just haopen? Has ad-
vancement been commensurate with age, experience, intelligence,
and average expectancy? Are hobbies and leisure activities




are they escape Beohanisms?
AsFisting the individual in self-appraieal ie another
nethod of determining interests. Questions directed toward
analysis of Job satisfaction will accomplish this. Ars you
satisfied with your former Job (or your tentative choice)?
Why did you choose this? How good do you think you will be
in the chosen vocation?
Interest tests such as the Strong Vocational Inter-
est Test and the Kuder Preference Record have been developed
for determining interest patterns related to success in
civilii^n occupations. To date, such devices have not been
developed for Naval occupations op ratings.
Classification on the basis of interest, where apti-
tude does not exist* will result inf poor performance and
dissatisfaction. The interviewer must know the Job require-.
Bents of the various Naval ratings. Aptitude for^hose Job
requirenents must be determined. Heavy reliance can be
placed on test scores where the validity of the test has
been determined based on a criterion of Job success and
cutting scores have been established. Where this is not '
true, test results must be evaluated in the light of informa-
tion obtained in the interview.
When the interviewer has obtained the facts in regard
to the individual's background, interests, and aptitudes,
the next step is to inform the man of the Jobs available.
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interoete and aptitudeB. The interviewer should show the
recruit how his work experience, hobbies, test scores, and
information brought out in the intervitw are related to a
•peoifio Naval rating. The duties and requirements and oppor-
tunities in that rating should be carefully explained.
The interviewer must make his appraisal in terms of
what the man has been doing, what his level of accomplishment
is, whet his interests and aptitudes are, and the degree of
genuineness of such expressed interest. He must also evalu-
ate the man in terms of the known requirements of the Navy.
A successful interview depends on the observance of
5the following rules:
Open the interview in a quiet, leisurely fashion.
Do not begin the interview before the man is
settled in his chair and ready.
Allow the man to answer each question as fully
as he desires, at hie own rate of speed, provided he
adheres strictly to the question.
Do not interrupt his answer to one question with
another.
Do not help him to answer the question asked by
throwing in a word or phrase, or expressing an opinion
which he can adopt as his own.
Assist the man, when necessary, by guiding him
5Navy Department, Classification Interviewers Train-









Do not ask leading questions* the answers of
which are obviously contained within the question
themselres.
Ask questions which reoulre factual answers.
Do not ask questions which will elicit hypothetical
opinions. These are time vasters, and not pertinent
to Interviewing » although they have a place in special
interviews.
Talk to the man about himself.
Keep your personal life, your personal opinions,
your personal idiosynoracles out of the Interview.
Use a scratch pad to determine which facts sttB
from the richest background and should be enlarged.
Do not determine what to enlarge upon and what to
narrow, particularly In the handling of hobbles,
leisure time activities, etc.* before drawing the man
out completely. '
Hold the man's Interest by maintaining your inter-
est In him.
Do not worry about establishing rapport with any
canned "Dele Carnegie* methods. Sincerity of desire
to appraise accurately and constant Interest in the
recruit will accomplish this.
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Hecortling and Coding Individual (qualifications
Recording the Information
Information obtained on the individual by question-
naire! teste, and intervir^f mufit be recorded and coded to be
useful. It is recorded for Naval enlisted iren on NavPers i^ NA^f^
f^rm 601, which fonua pages ^ and M? of the man's service
record. This form should be filled out as the interview
progresses. It provides a source of information for making
specific assignmenis at the duty station, and a means of
locating uncoded talents when needed. Duplicate copies of
the form go to the iiur^au ^f Naval irersonnel for record pur-
poses. 5C- >.<%*>i^<^i>-»«i4^*»^ ^i*^>i.^m-<«^^ ^ <^l
,
Information on Naval officer qualifications are also
obtained by questionnaire, tests, and interview. In this
instance, the questionnaire forme the basic document. It is
filed in the officer's Qualification Recorr^. Jacket, which ac-
companies him to his duty station. A duplicate is filed in
the officer Qualification Jaciiet in the Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel. This information is supplemented from time to time
by insertion of fitness report tear-off sheets and school
reports.^
Coding Individual Qualifications
The interviewer, or classifier as he is celled, also




level of Job proficiency he poeseeeec. Thie Job code ie ob-
tfllned from the Kanufll of Enlieted Navy Job Claseiflcatlone
(NavPers 1^10^ and eupplcments) . This manual is the Naval
counterpart of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles > and
usee the ease system of occupational groupings and blocks of
code numbers. The Job code assigned becomes the k.ey to as-
signing the man to the Job for which he is fitted. The Job
code» introduced into the machine records Personnel Account-
ing system* is also the key to reporting personnel and to
maintaining records of Job skills available throughout the
Navy.
The Manual of fcinlisted Navy Job Classification or-
ganizes all Naval Jobs into nine major occupational families
with further breakdowns within each group. These major
groups, with their blocks of code numbers are:
Major Job Groups Job Codes
Seamanship 00000 through 09999
Ordnance 10000 through 19999
Electronics 20000 through 29999
iilngineering and Repair 30000 through 39999
Metal Working, Construction
and Utilities 40000 through U9999
Aviation 50000 through 59999
Administrative and Clerical 70000 through 79999
Technical and Kisc. SOOOO through 89999






A two-digit service type code provides a means of
identifying the type of Havel activity in which the man
acquired the significant skills.
A combination of the two codes is used to form the
individual's Job code. Thus a man qualified to be a deck
petty officer who acquired his ability on a carrier would be
coded 02210-20. An airplane propeller mechanic* overhaul*
who acquired the knowledge in a school and has had no experi-
ence on the Job would be coded 53120-S5* It should be noted
that the Naval rating is not prescribed in the manual for
any Job. where a particular rating and rate are needed for
the particular Job, the rating and rate must be specified as
well as the Job code.
Naval officers* qualifications are coded through the
use of the Code for Classifying Naval Officers Qualifications
Since most officers are assigned to billets by the Bureau of
Naval Personnel, qualifications information is most useful
at this point and coded information on all Naval officers
qualifications is maintained on machine records punch cards
there. This system pemlts coding of a number of significant
qualifies tions possessed by the individual, any combination
of which may be required in any particular Job. This manual
does not provide a Job code in the strict sense of the teni»
but if the qualifications required in a billet are known, it
is possible rapidly to locate all the Naval officers who
possess the required qurllfications.
Mm
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The NaTal Officers ^qualification manual provides
oodes for the following information:
Hankf statue, claseification and corps, foreign
language ability, foreign travel, education (amount and
special field) » major subject groups in higher education.
Civilian occupations and significant skills. This
section provides a six-digit code for classifying occupations
under the major headings of Administration and Management,
Professional* Semi-Professional, and Clerical. The influence
of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles is clearly shown
here.
Naval duties. This section covers all types of
Naval experience, whether as an officer or in an enlisted
status. A six-digit code uses four digits to describes the
duty, and two digits to describe the ship or station where
the duty was performed.
Naval schools and courses. A two-digit code is used
for Naval schools and short courses. A letter and digit
code ie used for post-graduate instruction.
By use of the codes and machine records punch cards
it is possible to record file number, name, rank* status,
classification, birth year, language ability, foreign travel,
educational level, the five most recent or most significant
civilian or Naval experiences, Naval schools attended, and
the duty recommendation of the last Commanding Officer.
Officers possessing any combination of these qualifications
i.n ^xj ^mi^j ^.tf g*
* u r^ ^^rtitt •\ *\i,n t (
_ -f « r.
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oen be rapidly loceted and the possibility of overlooking any
officer is virtually eliminated.
Determining Job Recuirenients
Job Analysla
Most Naval officers, like their civilian oontempor-
eries, think they know the Job requirements end taskf per-
formed by men under them. "I know what a Boatswain Mate has
to do," or "^I know what a Combat Information Center enemy
plotter does,* are statements frequently heard. Actually,
when asked to enumerate, they cannot state all of the tasks
performed. The requirements vary on different classes of
ships; they vary in billets on a particular ship or station.
Job requirements must be determined by systematic,
thorough analysis. Every available source of information
must be utilized. Information obtained by casual observation
or general experience will be far from complete and certainly
inaccurate. Systematic procedures are a necessity.
A Job anfilysis is the primary source of Information
on the duties performed In a given billet. A Job analysis
describes in detail the steps of the tasks performed, and
the time spent on each task. It determines the qualifica-
tions necessary or desirable in individuals assigned to the
billet. It detenr.ines what civilian Jobs and occupations
are related to the Job, thus indicating procurement sources,
and civilian re-adJustment placement of dischargees. The
1 ' J
Dii'JQ X-xiSaO '^i 0»;,
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Job enalyslP determines the phyelc-l requirements of the
billet. As made In the Navy, It Is slmultf neously s Job and
a worker analysis of the billet. It Is the cornerstone of
personnel cl8Sf?lflCf>tlon.
The purposes for which the Job analysis will be used
must be Cflrefully determined and kept In mind fit all times
while iraklng the analysis. Failure to do so will necessitate
a new analysis being made, sometimes within a short space of
time.
Some of the uses of a Naval Job analysis are:
1. Information on which to base original classifi-
cation of offlcer!5 end men.
2. Relating Naval Jobs tc civilian Jobs In terms of
skills and qualifier tlons.
3. Establishing over-all mobilization reoulrements.
U. Accurate description of billets In, and deter-
Blnatlon of, allowances end complements for Naval activities.
3. Accurate description of qualifications required
when requesting personnel.
6. Determining qualifications necessary for advance-
ment In rrnk end rating. This determines the content of
examinations for advancement.
7. Deternr.lnlng the content of Naval school curricula
and Naval training courses.
S. Effective olstrlbutlon and assignment of personnel.
9. Improvement of existing organlrptlonal structure.
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10. Wore effective civil re-adjuetment of dls-
chorgees.
Naval Job analyece are usually made by field analysts
sent out by the Bureeu of Naval i^ersonnel. An understanding
of basic purposes and methods is deslreble for evpry Naval
officer In order that Information glvf?n to these analysts
will be more accurate and useful. In the absence of Bureau
Attist^nce, there is no reason why locrl commands cannot make
their own analyses.
The first step in making a Job analysis is orienta-
tion of the analyst. The analyst should repd all of the ma-
teriel available pertaining to the Jobs to be analysed, as
well 88 material on the ratings assigned to the billets.
The organizational manual and charts of the activity should
be studied. A general tour of the activity should be made
if the analyst is unfamiliar with it.
Next the analyst should determine how many identical
or closely related Jobs exist in the activity. He should
consult with supervisory personnel and select the least com-
plex billet for his first analysis.
The purpose of the analysis is then thoroughly ex-
plained to the occupant of the billet. The worker then fills
out the Job analysis questionnaire, with the help of the
analyst. Urge the man to put down everything he does, but
not to blow up hie Job or try to over-rate it. A copy of




The analyst then observes the worker In the perform-
ance of his duties I taking very complete notes. The analyst
should be guided In his note-taking by the information re-
quired by the Job anelysis schedule, NaVPers form 2^97* and
the Naval Job physical requirements, MavPers form 2499# shown
on the following pages. He should bear in mind that tasks
are to be classified according to their performance as a part
of the workers watch, battle or emergency, or routine duties.
If the man performs any tasks not a regular part of his bil-
let, this fact should be noted. He should identify all
machines, tools, or equipment used by the nan, end define any
technical terms applying to the billet. He should indicate
the sequence in which duties are performed, or should try to
determine e logicsl order for the arrangement of tasks per-
formed.
Every effort should be made to observe all the tasks
of a billet. An individual may perform certain duties oc-
casionally rather than as a part of his regular everyday
tasks. The analyst must inquire specifically concerning
such occssional duties or he may miss them entirely. Typical
ezABpXes Bay be obtained from check-off lists or records of
repairs, maintenance, and inspections. He should arrange to
observe periodic duties, performed at a specified time.
when the analyst has obtained sll the information
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of the billet and hlB Buperlora. In the Interview, he should
verify and amplify hie notes. Information not obtainable by
observfltlcn should be gathered. Facts obtfilned solely
through Interview should be verified by consultation with
supervisory personnel and records.
When all Information han been obtained on a particu-
lar billet, the analyst proceeds to repeat the orooess for
each billet occupied by the same rating or Jobs which are
•upposedly Identical or closely related. The procedure here
Is the snae, except that Identlc^^l tasks are noted as such
and detailed Information on such tasks Is not recorded.
Operations which are coirxletely different should be fully
recorded.
After the analyst has analyzed and prepared complete
notes on all billets of a similar nature or for an Identical
rating, he determines the number of Billet Analysis Schedules
needed. This decision is based on a comparison of the notes
on the battle, watch, and routine duties of each billet. He
•hould carafully weigh and consider the extent and importance
of the unlike duties. If the differences are unimportant or
do not reaulre additional tkille or qualifications, only one
analysis schedule Is prepared. Thus eight or nine billets
might be described on six schedules.
This process is continued until all billets of all
ratings in a given activity have been recorded. The analysli
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depertments , for purposes of security and to obtpln verifi-
cation and ooaiment on the analyses.
Recordin g- and Coding Job Requirements
Recording Job Requlremente
Composite Job desoriptionfi or billet specifiortiont
are prepared from individual Job schedules. The Job sched-
ules from all activities having the same mission or character-
istics, such as Navy Yards, the same type of ship, or Naval
Districts are examined and identlcfsl or closely related
billets are grouped and used to prepare the Job description.
Job descriptions prepared by the Bureau of Naval
Personnel are composed of three parts: the identifying ma-
terial, broad qualificfitions, and work descriptions. Ihe
identifying part of the description contains the Job title
selected from all titles in use as most descriptive, alter-
nate titles, qualifications code or Job code of individuals
who cm fill the billet, and locations of the billet. The
qualifications section gives rank or rating and rate al-
loved, test score pattern of successful individuals in the
Job, physical demands, personal characteristics, education
and experience required. The work description includes a
billet summary; description of the duties performed; ma-
chines, equipment, tools and materials used; working condi-




There Is also Included In the composite description
a glossary of technical terms applicable to the Job.
Coding Job Requirements
Erery billet for enlisted men Is assigned a code
number from the Ksnual of Enlisted Navy Job Classifications.
The billet description Is Incorporated In this manual.
A similar manual of officer Job clesslflcntlon Is In
process of preparation and should be used when available.
Until this manual Is available, the OfflcerQuallflcctlon
codes should be used to describe various qualifications es-
sential to success in the billet.
Necessity for Continuous Classification
The classification of Jobs and men Is a never-ending
process. Job requirements change with changes in mlsslon»
organization, procedures, and equipment. Changes in the num-
ber of personnel av&ilable will change Job requirements,
since consolidations or expansions will be necessary. New
weapons and changes in old equipment will vary the nature of
billets, create new ones, and make old ones obsolete. Every
•otivity must constantly review its job descriptions and
personnel specifications and keep them up to date. Changes
in Job requirements, desired changes in Job codes, and de-
sired changes in complement and allowances should be reported




The quallflcetlona of men are aubject tc even more
constant change. Successful completion of schools and train-
ing courses automatically calls for reclassification examin-
ation. Men In training on the Job acquire greater knowledge
and skills. Their greater uaefulnesB should be reflected In
a change In classification. These changes should not await
a change In rate. Provision for constant revision of the
classification of personnel Is a necessity for every activity
and a responsibility of every officer with men under him.
Limitations of Classlflcetlon
Personnel clasplficatlon, as a technique for maxlBum
utilization of individual qualifications, has its llBltatione.
It is no ^cure-all" for the problems of personnel distribu-
tion. The Navy, or any other organization, in a period of
man-power shortage, roust utilize the men available to it.
The requirements of Jobs end the oualifications of men will
never be in complete balance. Problems of avfiilability of
the man at the time the Job must be filled and transportation
difficulties will prevent ideal solutions. Essential Jobs
Bust be filled and every individual must be utilired at all
times. No compilation of Job codes or individual Qualiflca-
tione can coefllbly describe all of the variations in billets
which are essentially similar. ihe qualifications of the
incividual must be fitted into the Job code which most nearly
describes his aptitudes, interests, and skills. Thus the Job
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code will rarely describe completely the Individual. Per-
sonality and other factors arc equally important In deter-
mining Job success. Classification on the basis of aptitude,
which Is the clfjsslfIcatlon basis of nioat recruits, Indicates
a probable ability after training . Such men must often be
placed In billets that require the proficiency nov because no
better qualified man Is available. Distribution of large
nuBbers of men, Involving quotas, drafts, and pools, Inevi-
tably results In some maldistribution of men. The needs of
the Navy, In the final analysis, mu^t come before the Inter-
ests of the Individual. This means that every Individual Is
not going to be placed In the billet for which he Is best
qualified all of the time. Everyone cannot be In command at
the same time, and the Navy must have cooIls and storekeepers
as wall as aviation mechanics and electronic technicians.
The list of limitations Is almost as long as the list of ad~
vantages and benefits. But as long at every effort Is made
to overcoma the limitations, the Ideal of the right man In
the right Job will be mora nearly approached through person-
nel classification than through any other means of personnel
control.
Personnel classification Is the process of determin-
ing the aptitudes, knowledge, and skills of Individuals;
dateritlnlng the qualifications essential for successful
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perforirance In and the content of a particular Job; putting
the Infonnatlon obtelned on Individuals and Jobs In 8 form
which permits the distributing agency to place the Individual
In the Job for which he Is best fitted.
Classification of Jobs and worfeere le a firmly estab-
lished procedure In Industry, governmental agencies, and the
Armed Forces. It Is utilized In many phases of personnel
administration.
An Individual's education, occupational and family
background, intelligence, Interests, aptitudes, and abilities
are the basis of his qualifications for a Job. They are de-
termined through questlonnplre, testing, and Interviewing.
When his qualifications are determined, he Is assigned a Job
code number In t e case of a Naval enlisted man, or his
qualifications are coded In the cose of a Navel officer.
The requlrem«its of Jobs or billets are determined by
means of Job analyses. A Job analysis Is a scientific,
•yetematlc determination of the tasks performed, amount of
time spent on each task, purpose of the Job, equipment used,
knowledge or skills required, working conditions, and the
physical and mental reoulrements essential for success In the
Job. As performed in the Navy, a Job analysis Is both a
Job and a worker analysis. The Information Is obtained by
questionnaire, observation, interview, and from records.
Jobs requiring the same or closely related qualifi-
cations are assigned the same code number. For Naval enlisted
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Jobs this code number Is obtained from the same manual used
to code Individual Qualifications. For NaTal officers' Jobs,
significant Job qualifications can be coded using the manual
of Naval officer qualifications.
Use of the seme code number for Jobs and for indi-
viduals qualified to fill the Jobs enables the distributing
agency to match Jobs and workers.
The classification of Jobs and workers is a never-
ending process. Job requirements change and new Jobs are
constantly being brought into existence. Nev men are con-
stantly entering the services and old men acquire nev or
higher qualifications, necessitating re-clasaification.
Personnel classification has its limitations in as-
signing men to Jobs. Job requirements and individual quali-
fications are never in complete balance. Etsential Jobs
must be filled and every individual must be utilized. A
particular billet may have special reouirements which cannot
be indicated in any general coding system. Distribution
of large numbers of men will inevitably result in some mal-
distribution of abilities. The needs of the Navy must be
considered paramount to the InterestF of individuals. But
classificp tlon still offers the best solution to placing
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